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Abstract: Following a series of legislative changes around privacy over the past 25 years, this study
highlights data protection regulations and the complexities of applying these frameworks. To address
this, we created a privacy framework to guide organisations in what steps they need to undertake to
achieve compliance with the UK GDPR, highlighting the existing privacy frameworks for best practice
and the requirements from the Information Commissioners Office. We applied our framework to a
UK charity sector; to account for the specific nuances that working in a charity brings, we worked
closely with local charities to understand their requirements, and interviewed privacy experts to
develop a framework that is readily accessible and provides genuine value. Feeding the results into
our privacy framework, a decision tree artefact has been developed for compliance. The artefact
has been tested against black-box tests, System Usability Tests and UX Honeycomb tests. Results
show that Privacy Essentials! provides the foundation of a data protection management framework
and offers organisations the catalyst to start, enhance, or even validate a solid and effective data
privacy programme.

Keywords: data privacy; general data protection regulation; UK GDPR; compliance; privacy frame-
work; charity; not for profit

1. Introduction

We have observed an evolution of legislative changes regarding privacy with the
Data Protection Act (1998), Freedom of Information Act (2000), EU ePrivacy Directive
(2002), General Data Protection Regulation (2018), and UK Data Protection Act (2018) over
the first quarter of the 2000s. This evolution reflects a collaborated effort to adapt legal
frameworks to the challenges stemming from technological developments while increasing
the complexity of the procedures surrounding personal data. This study underscores data
protection regulations and the challenges of implementing these frameworks. To address
these issues, we developed a privacy framework to assist organisations in taking the
necessary steps to comply with the UK GDPR, highlighting the current best-practice
privacy frameworks and the requirements set by the Information Commissioner’s Office.

The UK is a generous nation with a long philanthropic tradition, donating a total of
GBP 83 bn to more than 169 k registered charities in 2021. However, this also increases
the potential for deliberate harm [1]. To demonstrate, in 2022, Verison found that data
breaches, both accidental and deliberate, made up approximately 30% of cyber incidents
within EMEA (Europe, the Middle East, and Africa) [2].

The Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) repeatedly found that charities
are less cyber proficient than their private sector counterpart (this fact has been noted by
DCMS across several Breach Survey Reports), citing a number of different reasons for this,
ranging from a lack of awareness, to having an ad hoc approach to cyber security, based on
informal advice, to charities believing they are not worth attackers’ efforts [3].

Like many smaller organisations in the public sector, charities tend to focus on spend-
ing their income to deliver the services they were set up to provide. This is not surprising,
as donors are likely more supportive if the funding they donate is spent on delivering
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services, rather than on the administration of the charitable organisation [4]. For larger
charities, because these tend to be managed in a similar fashion to industry large private
businesses, they are more likely to have teams of cyber experts as part of their staffing.
However, for smaller charities, these are often unable to afford having this type of ex-
pertise on the payroll, thus exposing them to cyber threats, including relatively simple
cyber-attacks [5]. As a result, while awareness of both ethical and legal responsibilities to
data privacy is present, there is a lack of privacy and cyber security awareness on how
to effectively defend the electronic data once collected. Many volunteers in charitable
organisations are of an older generation [6], perhaps as they have more time to give in their
retirement years, and the older generation is not as technically well versed as the younger
generations. According to [7], it is the fear of vulnerabilities (viruses, phishing, fraud, etc.)
and the using of technology that makes the older generation more adverse to adopting it.

Another aspect that charities must consider is the additional roles or types of data sub-
ject whose data they process, adding complexity to an already challenged sector. Whereas
traditional businesses will typically deal with data from a few different data subject roles
or types (e.g., staff, customers and suppliers), charities must also account for donors (who
give funds), volunteers (unpaid workers) and beneficiaries (recipients of the service or
benefit the charity provides), meaning they must also accounted for these roles, adding
extra layers of consideration into their data-processing practices.

In addition, how data are handled by the charity can also be problematic; for example,
once data have been centralised, e.g., by organising them and storing them in a database
or in a customer relationship management (CRM) application, they can be described as
structured data [8]) and should be relatively easy to manage. Data collected, created,
or stored outside of this controlled format may be described as unstructured data [9],
and handling this type of data can be daunting for organisations, as it ideally requires a
managed approach in the form of taxonomy, indexing or classification [10].

Work to update frameworks to accommodate the protection of personal data has
already started; for instance, ISO 27001, the ISO standard for information security man-
agement [11], has been enhanced with ISO 27701:2019, providing security techniques
for privacy information management [12]. However, these frameworks are generic to
organisations as opposed to catering specifically for a particular industry or sector.

A further problem is the volume of reading required for data privacy compliance,
as has been reflected in DCMS in their 2018 Breach Survey Report, where one charity
commented that “short and snappy” documentation would be more desirable for charities
to review [13]. Smaller to medium size organisations (SMEs) may not have an obligation
to appoint a Data Protection Officer (DPO), depending on the volume of records that
are processed, and how sensitive the personal data being processed are [14]. Therefore,
smaller charities and SME may not possess the necessarily skills and experience in-house
to implement effective data privacy practices.

All organisations have a duty of care to safely handle our personal data and protect
our right to a private life. While this right is assured through legislation in the United
Kingdom (UK), we all have some aspects of our personal lives that we would rather keep
more private than others, particularly when things are not going as well as we might like,
and it is at times like these that we may seek or need the support of charitable organisations
for help, and therefore, we argue that not-for-profit organisations and charities have a duty
of care above and beyond their legal obligations when managing our personal data.

Thus, in this paper, we present a data privacy framework called “Privacy Essentials!”,
designed to enable not-for-profit and charitable organisations to better understand their
obligations, both from regulatory and legislative perspectives, as well as societal expecta-
tions when managing the privacy of stakeholders and digital information. We argue that a
vibrant information security culture will benefit an organisation more than adding technical
controls. To this end, it is vital for any organisation, including charities, to establish a solid
foundation of procedures, processes and policies that complements the mission statement
of the charity, thereby improving the organisation’s security posture. This is what this paper
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seeks to achieve through building a framework, Privacy Essentials!, applied specifically
for the charity sector, providing them with a baseline of documentation that any charity
can implement within their business. The idea is that Privacy Essentials! will benefit the
charity by demystifying some of the perceived complexity when handling personal and/or
sensitive data [15].

2. Background

As described in Section 1, within the charitable sector, when it comes to effectively
managing data privacy, particularly for smaller charities, there are several problem domains
that may arise, including the perception that achieving data protection is problematic [16].
This can be due to any number of the many factors that influence it as depicted in Figure 1.
Within larger organisations, which have processes and skilled staff in place, they may well
have a high security awareness, and thus, the issue is not considered problematic. However,
for smaller charities, which may not be as robust in their security awareness, it has been
suggested that the regulations may prove difficult to implement [17], and thus, we contend
this framework’s outcomes will benefit any charitable organisation in trying to overcome
these perceived problems, while allowing the charity to realise further benefits by being
responsible custodians of personal data.

The Law Training

Documentation

UK Government

The ICO

Beneficiaries

Donors

3rd Party 
Supplier

Staff

Trustees

Volunteers

Bad Actors

Personal Data 
Management?

Figure 1. Data Privacy-Rich Picture

Uchendu et al. [18] noted that organisations can enhance a cyber security culture when
management drives this and supports it with appropriate policy, procedures, and awareness.
In addition, having a visible security culture will aid charities both in soliciting donors
(customers) and in retaining them, which, over time will lead to increased brand trust and
loyalty [19]. Moreover, charities that embrace the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA) as having a positive impact on their
operations will arguably reap these benefits, as well as managing personal data efficiently.

2.1. The Right to Privacy

Some industry sectors have historically had a robust position regarding confidentiality,
for example, the banker considers customer privacy to be fundamental to the industry, born
from the principles of morality and professionalism [20]. Likewise, a GP considers patient
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confidentiality to be an integral part of dealing with medical matters, a value that can be
traced back to Hippocrates and remains a principle that is practised today [21].

In the UK, there was no specifically recognised legal right to privacy until the late
1990s, notably, the Protection from Harassment Act 1997, enacted to meet the obligations
of the UK with regards to the European Convention of Human Rights, and, as regards
digital data, the Data Protection Act 1998 [22]. Following on from these initial statutory
provisions, in 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect across
the European Union (EU) [8], and while the UK has now left the EU, the Data Protection Act
2018 (DPA 2018) has been enacted to incorporate the provisions of GDPR into UK law [23].

2.2. DPA 2018 and UK GDPR

There are other laws and regulations designed to protect UK subjects; however, for the
purpose of this study, we elected to concentrate on DPA 2018, as this legislation has been
devised to provide the privacy obligations for managing data that organisations must abide
by. As part of this, Gov.uk sets out six data protection principles as outlined in [24] that align
with GDPR Article 5(1). For the purposes of Privacy Essentials! we have also included, the
seventh GDPR principle of accountability (GDPR Article 5(2)) for completeness (Table 1).

Table 1. Data protection principles.

Principle No Principle Meaning GDPR Article

P1 Lawfulness, fairness
and transparency

Data must be used fairly, lawfully and transparently; (DPA 2018,
first principle, s. 35(1)) 5(1)(a)

P2 Purpose limitation Data are to be used for specified, explicit purposes; (DPA 2018,
second principle, s. 36(1a)) 5(1)(b)

P3 Data minimisation Data are used in a way that is adequate, relevant and limited to
only what is necessary; (DPA 2018, third principle, s. 37) 5(1)(c)

P4 Accuracy Data must be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date;
(DPA 2018, fourth principle, s. 38(1a)) 5(1)(d)

P5 Storage limitation Data are kept for no longer than is necessary; (DPA 2018, fifth
principle, s. 39(1)) 5(1)(e)

P6 Integrity and confi-
dentiality (security)

Data are handled in a way that ensures appropriate security, in-
cluding protection against unlawful or unauthorised processing,
access, loss, destruction or damage; (DPA 2018, sixth principle,
s. 40)

5(1)(f)

P7 Accountability
Accountability requires organisations to take responsibility for
how data are handled as well as compliance with the above prin-
ciples. [25]

5(2)

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) also states that the categories of personal
data outlined in Table 2 require stronger protection under UK GDPR Article 9.1.
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Table 2. Special category data requiring stronger protection (UK GDPR Art. 9(1)).

Race

Political Opinions

Ethic background

Religious beliefs

Trade union membership

Genetics

Health

Sex life or orientation

Furthermore, personal data relating to criminal convictions and offences as outlined
in UK GDPR Article 10 also require additional safeguards to be in place.

2.2.1. DPA Individual Rights and Processing of the Records

The UK GDPR also confers rights onto data subjects (the individual’s whose data the
organisation handles); these rights are outlined in Table 3.

Table 3. Individual rights.

Individual Right DPA 2018 or UK GDPR Reference

Be informed about how your data are being used DPA 2018, s. 44(1c))

Access personal data DPA 2018, s. 45(1b)

Have incorrect data updated DPA 2018, s. 46(1)

Have data erased DPA 2018, s. 47(1)

Stop or restrict the processing of your data DPA 2018, s. 49

Data portability UK GDPR Article 20

Object to how your data are processed in certain circumstances DPA 2018, s. 99(1)

There are additional rights when an organisation uses personal
data for the following purposes:

Make automated decision-making processes DPA 2018, s. 50
Profiling, for example, to predict your behaviour or interests DPA 2018, s. 33(4)

When processing personal data, UK GDPR Article 30.1 requires that controllers main-
tain a record of how these personal records are processed by placing a requirement for the
organisation to document as set out in Table 4.
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Table 4. Records of processing activities (GDPR Art. 30(1)).

Article DPA 2018 or UK GDPR Reference

30(1)(a) The name and contact details of the controller and, where applicable, the joint
controller, the controller’s representative and the data protection officer

30(1)(b) The purposes of the processing

30(1)(c) A description of the categories of data subjects and of the categories of
personal data

(30(1)d) The categories of recipients to whom the personal data have been or will be
disclosed, including recipients in third countries or international organisations

30(1)(e)

Where applicable, transfers of personal data to a third country or an international
organisation, including the identification of that third country or international
organisation and, in the case of transfers referred to in the second subparagraph
of Article 49(1), the documentation of suitable safeguards

30(1)(f) Where possible, the envisaged time limits for the erasure of the different cate-
gories of data

30(1)(g)
Where possible, a general description of the technical and organisational security
measures referred to in Article 32(1) [or, as appropriate, the security measures
referred to in Section 28(3) of the 2018 Act]

2.2.2. Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA)

As regards privacy risk, the ICO advises that a DPIA should be undertaken as part of
an organisations’ accountability obligations at the start of any new project, or when there
are changes made to existing processes [26]. This requirement can be found within DPA
2018 chapter 4, Section 64 (1) and 64(4).

The definition for high risk has been adopted from the European Data Protection
Board (EDPB), covering a wide range of processing operations [27] including the following:

• Large-scale profiling (although no specific number to define “large scale” is presented);
• The use of innovative technology (including artificial intelligence);
• Matching data obtained from multiple sources (e.g., in 2017, the ICO fined 11 charities

GBP 138 k for profiling and matching potential donors [28]);
• Denial of service (based on automated profiling);
• Risk of physical harm;
• Collection of genetic or biometric data;
• Invisible processing (typically related to third party collection of data);
• Tracking an individual’s behaviour or geolocation;
• Targeting vulnerable persons or children for marketing or automated decisions.

Further, the ICO cautions that while some might consider that the definition of “high
risk and “large scale” is too vague [29], there is still no definitive template to follow in
conducting a DPIA [26]. This is because while personal data types will share some common
characteristics across the charity sector, e.g., name, e-mail, phone number, etc., how each
organisation processes them will vary too widely for a framework to consider effectively.
However, certain activities could arguably produce a partly filled template for a charity to
complete, such as hiring employees, accepting donations, or delivering benefits.

Any breach, or suspected breach, of personal data, provided that the breach poses a
risk to peoples’ rights and freedoms, must be reported to the ICO within 72 h of the charity
becoming aware that a breach has, or may have, occurred [30]. The ICO will then consider,
based on how severe the breach is and what measures and technical controls are in place
within the charity to protect personal data, what action to take. The ICO has the power
to take action against the charity, including imposing significant fines dependent on the
outcome of their investigation [31].

Where it is found that harm has potentially been done to an individual whose data
were breached, the organisation may be liable to compensate the individual for that harm,
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which may prove costly, depending on the severity of the harm [32]. Recovery expenses,
compensation, legal fees, reputational damage, regulatory fines, etc., are just some of the
potential costs. However, it is worth bearing in mind that regarding how a charity reacts
to a data breach, any loss of trust and/or reputational damage can be mitigated by being
prepared. This means that having an effective incident response plan in place is important.
Thus, a plan that incorporates sincere and apologetic strategies can help an organisation
positively recover from a breach [33].

2.3. Data Protection by Design and Default

DPA 2018 Section 57 requires organisations to implement data protection by design
and default (DPPbDD, s. 25), which requires that appropriate organisational and technical
measures are implemented to both protect personal data (s. 57(1a)), and to ensure the data
are being processed for the specific purpose they were received (s. 57(3)).

The intention is for the framework developed through this study to incorporate these
principles, and those others discussed that are relevant (e.g., see Section 2.2), as an integral
part of the development of the Privacy Essentials! framework.

2.4. Data Protection and Digital Information Bill

The Data Protection and Digital Information Bill is a new piece of legislation, currently
being proposed by the UK government, devised to make changes to both UK GDPR and
PECR [34]. The initial proposal did not pass the first reading in favour of an amended
second bill for parliament to consider. Whilst this second bill was, at the time of undertaking
this study, in the early stages of proposal, this literature review would be remiss to guess
the impact of the final draft; however, it is important to note the law continuously changes
and adds further complexity to personal data management to keep up to date with changes.
At the time of writing, this bill has now reached the committee stage, so it looks likely that
this might progress through to the final stages and enactment [34].

In addition to the aforementioned regulations, the Fundraising Regulator (FR) works
within the confines of the law and, as part of their remit, provides standards to which
charities are obliged to adhere [35]. Upon reviewing this, while we acknowledge this is an
excellent resource and a code of conduct for charities, it does not provide anything to assist
in developing policy or procedures for privacy.

2.5. Existing Frameworks

Several frameworks were identified that could provide guidance for best practice
in managing privacy and cybersecurity. While some may consider these frameworks
cumbersome, they do provide a useful reference point and checklist which can be used by
charities to ensure their procedures or processes are appropriate and well founded, and
therefore, these frameworks were reviewed as part of this study.

2.5.1. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) was founded in 1901 NIST
are part of the United States (US) Department of Commerce. One of the core competencies of
NIST is the development and use of standards [36], including the NIST Privacy Framework
that proposes five functions devised to complement the NIST Cybersecurity Framework as
set out in Table 5 [37].
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Table 5. NIST core privacy functions.

No Function Description

1 Identify Develop the organisational understanding to manage privacy
risk for individuals arising from data processing.

2 Govern
Develop and implement the organisational governance struc-
ture to enable an ongoing understanding of the organisation’s
risk management priorities that are informed by privacy risk.

3 Control
Develop and implement appropriate activities to enable organ-
isations or individuals to manage data with sufficient granular-
ity to manage privacy risks.

4 Communicate

Develop and implement appropriate activities to enable or-
ganisations and individuals to have a reliable understanding
and engage in a dialogue about how data are processed and
associated privacy risks.

5 Protect Develop and implement appropriate data processing safeguards.

In the US, privacy laws differ between the states, and only a few laws are universal
across the country, and those privacy regulations have tended to be focused on particular
industries, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA),
as opposed to Europe, where privacy is treated and dealt with through the one regulation,
GDPR, regardless of the industry sector [38]. As a result, the NIST privacy framework has
been devised to address a large variety of use cases, rather than any unified set of laws,
which is one of the advantages of NIST, as it provides appropriate guidance that can be
easily adapted for our purposes.

2.5.2. International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO)

The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) provides ‘global standards’
for all manner of subjects that are agreed upon internationally by experts in each field [39],
including privacy and security. For privacy, ISO/IEC 27701:2019 provides a privacy ex-
tension to ISO/IEC 27001, the ISO security management standard developed for the
international community. ISO 27701 incorporates many of the security controls from the
main standard into the privacy framework to help organisations improve their privacy
information management [12].

ISO 27701 formalises the process of a Privacy Information Management System (PIMS),
as well as assisting with the auditing of the processes and management reviews [40]. As part
of this standard, ISO recommends controls to protect and manage personal data. The regu-
lations themselves (GDPR, and DPA) do not specify controls deliberately, rather, they leave
the details of how to protect personal data for the organisation to define themselves [41].

2.5.3. Cyber Essentials

The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) introduced Cyber Essentials, a UK gov-
ernment scheme devised to assist organisations in defending themselves from common
cyber-attacks [42]. There are two Cyber Essentials programmes as part of this scheme,
Cyber Essential and Cyber Essentials Plus, both of which reference technical controls to
maintain a secure network [43]. The intention for this study is to use this framework to
support and cross-reference to support the process documentation.
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2.6. Data Taxonomy, Classification, and Access Control Frameworks

In managing data, it is useful to classify the data so that only authorised staff and or
approved applications can view or access, based on appropriate user permissions, thereby
allowing the organisation to adopt either Role-Based Access Controls (RBAC), i.e., access
based on user role within the business, or Mandatory Access Controls (MAC), i.e., access
based on the policy for objects [44]. These access control frameworks help in understanding,
planning and managing user roles for both structured and unstructured data.

However, it is important to keep data classification relatively simple and the naming
conventions obvious, to make it easier for the user. For instance, Public > Personal > Per-
sonal Sensitive > Confidential will likely meet most needs, especially if the UK government
only uses three levels [45].

The disadvantage of classifying data is in ensuring that users classify documents
in accordance with the agreed conventions. In the case of charity organisations, using
pre-classified templates and ensuring that proper training is delivered to new employees
or volunteers upon joining the charity will help ensure they fully understand how to
classify documentation correctly [46]. Metadata can also assist with data classification, and
using authors name, tags, last saved date, etc., can all potentially assist in searching for
documentation, as well as in reviewing for data retention considerations.

3. Methodology

This research aimed to improve privacy management in charities through collaboration,
using Action Research for its participatory approach [47]. All the ethics approvals were granted
by the University Ethics Committee. The primary collaborator was a Dorset-based cancer
charity, with stakeholders including key staff, senior management, operations, volunteers,
finance, and marketing. Two other charities were consulted for broader applicability.

The study had three iterations:

• Data collection (Section 4), which involves secondary data (Sections 2, 2.5, 4.1 and 4.2)
and primary data from client interviews (Section 4.3) to develop personas, user stories,
document analysis, and Volere requirements (Sections 4.4–4.7).

• Design (Section 5), which includes creating the framework in Ms Excel v.16.85. In
order to achieve that, we collected the requirements by meticulously analysing the
existing privacy policy and regulations, applying requirement analysis with the results
of the client interviews against the scope of the framework and implementing the
framework with workflow diagrams and data flow diagrams.

• Evaluation (Section 6), where the framework was assessed by the client and collab-
orators using the System Usability Score (SUS) survey and Morville’s UX honey-
comb [48,49].

4. Data Collection
4.1. Analysis of UK GDPR

All organisations that collect and process personal data must comply with the UK
GDPR and, as part of this, document how such data are processed within the organisation
(Table 6) [50], and keep accurate records of certain activities.

Table 6 lists all documentation requirements charities must conform with in order to
be fully GDPR compliant. Note, however, that further documentation requirements will
apply, where a charity transfers data outside of the European Economic Area (EEA) as part
of their processing (Table 4, or if they require a DPO).
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Table 6. Mandatory UK GDPR documentation.

Documentation Article

Privacy Notice Articles 12, 13 and 14

Employee Privacy Notice Articles 12, 13 and 14

Personal Data Protection Policy Article 24

Data Retention Policy Articles 5, 13, 17 and 30

Data Retention Schedule Article 30

Data Subject Consent Form Articles 6, 7 and 9

Parental Consent Form Article 8

DPIA Register Article 35

Supplier Data Processing Agreement Articles 28, 32 and 82

Data Breach Response and Notification Procedure Articles 4, 33 and 34

Data Breach Register Article 33

Data Breach Notification Form to the Supervisory Authority Article 33

Data Breach Notification Form to the Data Subjects Article 34

4.2. Analysis of Existing Frameworks

ISO and NIST are excellent resources for helping organisations define personal data
management practices as part of their privacy by design and by default (DPPbDD) recom-
mendations (Section 2.3). Table 7 compares ISO guidance to the relevant GDPR principles [12]

Table 7. Comparison of GDPR principles and ISO recommendations.

GDPR Principle ISO Recommendation

Principle (b):
Purpose limitation

7.4.2 Limit processing: The organisation should limit the processing of PII to that which
is adequate, relevant and necessary for the identified purposes.

Principle (b):
Purpose limitation

7.4.6 Temporary files: The organisation should ensure that temporary files created as
a result of the processing of PII are disposed of (e.g., erased or destroyed) following
documented procedures within a specified, documented period.

Principle (c):
Data minimisation

7.4.1 Limit collection: The organisation should limit the collection of PII to the minimum
that is relevant, proportional, and necessary for the identified purposes.

Principle (d):
Accuracy

7.4.3 Accuracy and quality: The organisation should ensure and document that PII is
as accurate, complete and up to date as is necessary for the purposes for which it is
processed, throughout the life-cycle of the PII.

Principle (e): Storage Limitation 7.4.7 Retention: The organisation should not retain PII for longer than is necessary for
the purposes for which the PII is processed.

Principle (f): Integrity and
confidentiality

7.4.9 PII transmission controls: The organisation should subject PII transmitted (e.g.,
sent to another organisation) over a data transmission network to appropriate controls
designed to ensure that the data reach their intended destination.

Privacy Essentials! incorporated these principles within the Policy and Procedure
documentation as well as within the technical controls appropriate for the protection of
personal data that is processed electronically, including access control lists, encryption,
password control, and protective marking and awareness training.

Next, common technical control measures from ISO [12] and NIST Data Protection
Clauses [37], such as encryption, access control lists, protective marking, passwords, and
awareness training, were analysed and those deemed relevant were incorporated.
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4.3. Client Interviews

In total, four interviews were conducted with the client, each scheduled for an hour.
The first interview was conducted with the client’s CEO to present a brief overview of the
project and the expected involvement. As part of this meeting, desired outcomes for the
charity and how the framework might assist them going forward were discussed. The client
considered that the proposed framework would prove very helpful to the sector.

Two further interviews were conducted with senior members of staff, both seasoned
workers within the charity sector, who were responsible for controlling data collection and
the processes of data within the charity. This allowed insight that not only reflects the
needs of the client charity but also provides a wider context within the sector for the study
to consider.

Next, an interview with a trustee for the client was carried out. This trustee is a
director of a managed service provider, and, as such, able to provide useful observations
regarding the inclusion of processes within the framework. This stakeholder considered
that the study should be documentation focused rather than interpretation focused, thus
leaving the technical interpretation to individual IT teams.

4.3.1. Expert Advisor Interview

A final interview was conducted with a privacy data matter expert, certified as an EU
General Data Protection Regulation Practitioner (IBITGQ), who is also a board member of a
charity. This interview was conducted to verify the feasibility of the study and its outcomes.
This interview was scheduled for 45 min to discuss the functionality and outcomes of
the framework. Keeping the framework simple to use while allow sufficient transferring
of knowledge about data privacy obligations were useful discussion points. In addition,
discussion was held around what policies and procedures would need to be included in
the documentation pack to make the framework as relevant as possible.

4.4. Personas

The implementation of a privacy or security framework is a management consider-
ation [51]; whilst improvements to the framework can be driven from external sources
or any member(s) of staff, the initiation of implementation has to come from the board.
To support the requirements and help facilitate easy-to-understand comprehension of the
requirements gathered from the interviews for the client to review and agree, three charity
board personas were created as depicted in Figures 2–4.

Figure 2. Persona, Chief Executive Officer
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Figure 3. Persona, Head of Marketing

Figure 4. Persona, Head of Finance

4.5. User Stories

MoSCoW (Must have, Should have, Could have, Won’t have) is a useful framework
to prioritise requirements as part of progressing a study against a timeline [52], meeting
deadline restrictions and recognising improvements to incorporate in future iterations.
Thus, from the interviews, several user stories were created to first depict requirements
in an easily followed format for non-technical stakeholders [53] (the interviewees) and to
help build out the requirements for Privacy Essentials! framework. These user stories are
shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. User stories—MoSCoW requirements.

ID Must Have Considerations Origin

M.1
As the CEO, I must be able to establish data privacy
policy and procedures that outlines how our data are
managed in compliance to the law

Privacy Essentials! will reference the applicable
laws and regulations where possible. Interview

M.2 As the Marketing Director the framework must iden-
tify any gaps in our compliance to that we can rectify

The Framework will keep to plain English and try
to avoid technical jargon or acronyms Interview

M.3 As the Finance Director the framework must be pre-
sented in easy-to-understand terms.

Privacy Essentials! will reference the applicable
laws and regulations where possible. Interview

Should Have

M.4
As the Marketing Director, the framework should
have policies that I can adapt to assure potential
donors their privacy is assured

This will be covered in the Privacy and
Procedures pages Interview

M.5 As the privacy expert, the framework should build a
risk register for the personal data collected

Article 30 considerations are part of the
framework, it will not be as thorough as the
ICO-but overtime will be

Interview

M.6 As the Finance Director, the framework should rec-
ommend if a DPO is required

This can be added to the recommendations page if
special category data are present Interview

M.7 As the CEO the framework should be specific to the
charity sector to capture our requirements

Most personas are catered for within
the framework Interview

Could Have

M.8 As the Researcher this framework could have been
written in HTML to enable a web-based application

It could have, however with a working copy in
Excel, it may be possible to convert to HTML Interview

M.9 As the privacy expert the framework could create
data processing impact assessments

DPIA template will be provided and instructions
on use, however difficult to auto-fill Interview

M.10
As the Finance Director the framework could have
PCI DSS considerations to aid in achieving compli-
ance to the standard

PCI DSS is a different discipline, although many of
the considerations to achieve UK GDPR
compliance are similar. Not included in
this iteration

Interview

Won’t Have

M.11 As the researcher for the framework, the tool won’t
have Macros enabled to allow risk free evaluations

The researcher would like them as it helps when
testing, however other automation techniques
are used

Interview

M.12 As the Trustee, the framework won’t have processes
as this is too cumbersome to implement on our own

Processes were part of the original plan, however,
in agreement with the Trustee and will drop
from project

Interview

4.6. Document Analysis
4.6.1. Data Capture Forms

As part of the interviews, discussion took place around what data are collected and the
various forms and templates used to support the collection of that data. It transpired that
some data are captured electronically at the point of contact, such as Gift Aid information
within the charity’s various high street stores, while other data are captured manually on
templates, such as the one depicted in Figure 5.

A further six templates used for data collection were provided by the client for analysis:

• New volunteer request form;
• New staff starter form;
• Change request form;
• Request for IT services form;
• Marketing consent form;
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• Client on-boarding check list (although this contained no personal data, falling outside
of the scope of the project).

Figure 5. Client consultation form (redacted).

From these forms, it was possible for us to compare and catalogue these form’s fields
and consider how the data could best be classified, using the recommended classifications of
“Unique”, “Personal”, or “Sensitive”. “Sensitive” was chosen, as this was considered more
universally understood than the “Special Category” (as used with UK GDPR Article 9.1
(see Table 2). As seen in Figure 5, while the name of a client of the charity is captured, this
may not be enough to render the remaining (sensitive data) personal. This is because on its
own, a name will not necessarily uniquely identify a person. However, should access to
the client code database be compromised, then the data captured would be linkable to an
individual. An example of the data analysis for client consultation form provided is shown
in Table 9.

Other data capture points captured from the interviews do exist (e.g., donors details,
new employee starters, and trustees); however, those templates were not provided, al-
though sufficient details about these were captured from the interview sessions to create
similar analysis tables (see Appendix A).
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Table 9. Analysis of client consultation forms.

Client Consultation Form Personal Sensitive Unique Comments

Client Code No No No Ideal for pseudonymisation

Client Name Yes No No When coupled with other data,
could identify the person

Health Conditions, including allergies, heart or
breathing condition, severe anxiety, skin condition,
muscular pain or other

Yes Yes No Special Category data

Current Medication Yes Yes No Special Category data

Injury details Yes Yes No Special Category data

Surgery details Yes Yes No Special Category data

Pregnancy Status Yes Yes No Special Category data

Breast Feeding Yes Yes * No * Personal-sensitive

Chemo or Radiation treatment Yes Yes Yes Sensitive as potential for fraud

Signature Yes Yes No Special Category data

Based on how sensitive data fields captured are, a Data Protection Officer (DPO) may
be required to be appointed, and special attention paid to how data collected or received
are managed, to ensure compliance with DPA 2018 (Section 2.2).

4.6.2. Workflow Analysis

Understanding how the charity processes data helped us in designing the framework.
What it also did was to allow us to identify similarities between data management elements
that could be considered common across the charity sector, thus allowing us to class these
as common requirements. To facilitate this piece of work, we discussed workflows with the
client, covering their processes, as well as the software applications being used to manage
the business. In addition, work processes for fundraising, volunteer data, and client data,
as well as gift aid were also shared by the client.

As part of the discussion from the interviews (Section 4), and the workflow analysis in
this section, it also transpired that while some processing is managed in-house, others are
outsourced, and that processing activity will also need to be captured by the framework
to ensure it is accurately recorded, and that data are correctly managed and appropriate
privacy treatment applied in those processes as well. Thus, the framework will need to
incorporate a data risk register, and identify any third-party processors that are processing
the charity’s data. From this, we identified a number of processes that personal data are
subjected to within the charity; these are listed in Table 10.

Table 10. Personal data processing.

Personal Data Processed Recommendation

Employee Recruitment In-House Ensure appropriate access controls and data protection measures

Employee Records In-House Ensure appropriate access controls and data protection measures

Payroll Out-sourced Confirm 3rd Party contracts are in place and Data held within the
EAA (Section 2.2)

Donor Data Salesforce (SaaS) Confirm 3rd Party contracts are in place and Data held within the
EAA (Section 2.2)

Donor Gift Aid Azurri (outsourced) Confirm 3rd Party contracts are in place and Data held within the
EAA (Section 2.2)

Beneficiary Data Airtable (outsourced) Confirm 3rd Party contracts are in place and Data held within the
EAA (Section 2.2)
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Table 10. Cont.

Personal Data Processed Recommendation

Trustee Data Salesforce (SaaS) Confirm 3rd Party contracts are in place and Data held within the
EAA (Section 2.2)

Volunteer Data Salesforce (SaaS) Confirm 3rd Party contracts are in place and Data held within the
EAA (Section 2.2)

Practitioner Data Airtable (outsourced) Confirm 3rd Party contracts are in place and Data held within the
EAA (Section 2.2)

Understanding these requirements, consideration was given to the design of the
framework, and how best to capture the relevant details as they pertain to the charity
sector, and ensure relevant outcomes will be produced that are beneficial when seeking UK
GDPR compliance.

4.7. Privacy Essentials! Volere Requirements

A complementary method for documenting requirements is to use the Volere Require-
ments Specification Template [54], producing “snow cards” to depict each requirement,
and the attributes that contribute to that requirement. An example is show in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Volere “snow card” requirement.

Thus, using Volere, all these individual requirements were summarised into a list
of requirements for Privacy Essentials! (PE!), designed to complement the user story
requirements outlined in Section 4.5, Table 8; this can be found in Table 11.

Table 11. Volere requirements table.

ID Functional Requirements Motivation Origin

V.1 PE! shall provide all relevant policies for
charities to consider

Draw attention to the mandatory documenta-
tion required as part of an ISMS.

Background Review
(ICO, Section 4.2)

V.2 PE! shall automate Article 30 reporting Simplify the task to build a template that is
easily added to

Background Review
(ICO, Section 4.2)

V.3 PE! shall identify sensitive data Highlight the charities additional responsibili-
ties when handling special category data

Background Review
(NIST, Section 4.2)
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Table 11. Cont.

ID Functional Requirements Motivation Origin

V.4 PE! should recommend relevant procedures
for charities to implement

Provide easy-to-understand procedures that
are achievable

Background Review
(DCMS, Section 1)

V.5 PE! should provide an action plan for the
charity to progress

Break each task into its component parts that
can be progressed

Expert Advisor
(Section 4.3.1)

ID Non-Functional Requirements Motivation Origin

Look and Feel Requirements

V.6 PE! shall be consistent in its design
and functionality Good design inspires confidence Researcher commer-

cial experience

V.7 PE! shall appear professional in style Establish trust in the framework Past Research-
Human Factors

Usability and Humanity Requirements [55]

V.8 PE! should be intuitive to use Establish trust in the framework [55]

V.9 PE! should score above 68% with a
first-time user in the charity sector Establish trust in the framework [48]

V.10 PE! shall highlight errors or cautions Guide the user to make the framework helpful [55]

V.11 The user must be familiar with data
processing within the Charity

To maximise the potential gain from
the framework Interviews

V.12 PE! shall be written in English, language
support for EMEA can be added later

Time to programme—later iterations can cater
for multiple language support [56]

V.13 PE! shall use universally recognised
symbols to navigate the framework Assists with intuitive use [57]

Performance Requirements

V.14 PE! shall respond promptly to user input Unnecessary delays can lead to frustration Researcher experience

V.15 PE! shall reflect the current legislation and
update as required

For the framework to be credible, it must
be current

Background Review
(Section 4.2)

Operational and Environmental Requirements

V.16 PE! shall work on a windows 11 OS
running MS Excel

Provides a known platform for the coding to
operate (iOS Excel does not work) Researcher experience

Maintainability and Support Requirements

V.17 PE! shall be updated periodically as new
features are requested and implemented

Ensure the product is current and free from any
bugs or unexpected outcomes

Researcher commer-
cial experience

Security Requirements

V.18 PE! shall be macro free and will be
password protected Encourages use without Microsoft warnings Interviews

Cultural Requirements

V.19 None identified—PE! Implements
UK GDPR Potential to produce in Welsh

Legal Requirements

V.20 PE! is the intellectual property of Cedars
(2019) Ltd.

This framework, once validated, has
commercial value Cedars (2019) Ltd.

The researchers acknowledge that this document uses material from the Volere Requirements Specification
Template, copyright © 1995–2020 the Atlantic Systems Guild Limited.

With the requirements defined from both MoSCoW (Table 8) and Volere requirements
(Table 11), the next phase of designing the artefact can begin.
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5. Design

The Privacy Essentials! framework was built within Microsoft Excel, a widely used
application, accessible also through other spreadsheet applications, such as Google Sheets,
LibreOffice spreadsheets or Apple Numbers. Further, the functions used as part of the
design work equally well within the desktop and cloud versions of Excel.

5.1. Early Considerations

Upon starting the design process, it soon became clear there were two distinct con-
siderations that needed to be considered: (a) the source of the data; and (b) the manner in
which the data are processed. To obtain an overview of the data sources, a mind map was
created (Figure 7), depicting each of the charity sector’s seven distinct identities identified
(legacy data were incorporated into donor data).

Figure 7. Mind map of entities and data types.

As outlined in Table 10, each identity has its own unique processing requirements,
and thus, workflow pages could be designed to follow a similar categorisation. Following
this rationale also aligns with the framework being able to produce Article 30 compliant
documentation as required under the UK GDPR (Section 2.2, Table 6) and identified in
requirements V.2 and M.5, Tables 8 and 11. This will allow the Privacy Essentials! (PE)
framework to show the different purposes each data field is collected for and that data are
processed lawfully, stored, and retained within a data risk register.

As part of this feature, PE collates some fields and auto categorises these as “per-
sonal details”, such as as name, address, e-mail address, and phone numbers, to avoid
the data collection form within the framework from requiring users to input too many
repetitive responses.

5.2. Privacy Essentials! Work and Data Flow

Next, a diagram was created to outline the conceptual design, showing how data
and workflow pages are separated within PE (Figure 8). This allows each page to remain
compact and therefore not overwhelm the user with too much information.
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Figure 8. Privacy Essentials! conceptual design.

5.3. Layout

Within Excel, there are some useful elements that are pre-built that facilitate the user
to use form controls and drop-down menus to guide them through the form with pre-
set acceptable answers to select from. This, in turn, allowed us to design the back-end
processing so that this would process answers selected with definitive responses. As regards
the questions, style questions were kept simple, and the client was consulted on certain
preferences based on the options provided. For the layout, the client was consulted before
the programming of PE commenced. An example of the data collection form sent to the
client for evaluation can be found in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Privacy Essentials! data collection form.
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Feedback on the layout feedback was received via email from the client with all three
charity interviewees participating (Section 4.3). Their feedback and observations helped
define the style for PE. As part of this, icon preferences (as per requirement V.13 in Table 11)
were confirmed: � is used for web-links, whilst  is used for additional information
instead of a “?”. Similarly, changing the way questions were displayed, from horizontal to
vertical, was requested by the client.

In addition, the clients suggested that a more colourful palette would improve PE.
However, because the lead developer on PE is colour-blind, and to accommodate other
users who may also be colour-blind, a monochrome schema was selected and used [58].
Settings for preferences for fields with tick boxes or drop-down menus were also discussed,
with a defaulted “No” preset for tick-boxes and a “Please select” pre-set for drop-down
menus, as these require an active response.

5.4. Programming Privacy Essentials!

PE is programmed to be dynamic and reliant on previous responses before presenting
or generating the next sections or tabs. To facilitate this, error, cautionary, or advisory
messages reflect on past answers given by the user to deliver their message. This is
performed to allow PE to provide a check-back message before moving the user on to the
next stage(s), or to affirm the entries made. For example, as shown in Figures 10–13, we
can see how the Workflow tab builds out into a series of three statements that references
previous questions generated from the observations.

Figure 10. Observations example from workflow Tab (1).

Figure 11. Observations example from policy Tab (1).

Figure 12. Observations example from workflow Tab (2).

Figure 13. Observations example from policy Tab (2).
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And in the case of Special Category data, further details are provided on the Policy
Tab (Figure 11).

If D.2.j and D.2.k (Special Category) are changed to a negative response, the observa-
tion updates Figure 12.

Subsequently, this change is reflected in the Policy Tab in Figure 13.
Within PE, cells will be locked, and all calculations will be hidden on a separate tab so

as to maintain the integrity of the worksheet as users enter their information. Access to all
the tabs is presented with hyperlinks that will take the user to the next page for review or
completion (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Privacy Essentials! welcome screen.

5.5. Black-Box-Style Testing

The research developer conducted black-box testing throughout the build as each sec-
tion was completed. Following a dynamic bottom–up approach, evaluating each response
and validating the outcome was as expected [59]. This allowed the developer to control the
inputs in both the data collection and workflow screens, through either tick boxes, variable
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drop menus, or cell validation, thereby reducing the opportunity for user input error. Thus,
in conducting these black-box tests, it was the functionality of the output that was assessed
against expectations (see Figure 15 for an example).

Figure 15. Example black-box test.

PE was also tested for functionality independently. These tests proved successful,
despite some date issues (potentially regional settings which could not be replicated).
In addition, testing was also carried out on the functionality of the policies and procedures
page, using similar black-box techniques, and that page worked as expected.

Following these successful tests, PE was submitted for evaluation to the client (Section 4),
the other two charities that agreed to participate, and the Expert Advisor (Section 4.3.1) that
had assisted earlier in the development phase (Section 5.2). For each of the client evaluations,
the same testing regimes were followed for each improvement implemented.

6. Evaluation

To evaluate the usability, a meeting was set up with the client to demonstrate PE. This
meeting took place via a 2.5 h video conference call, with feedback recorded as it was
received. The other charities were sent copies of Privacy Essentials! and asked to provide
feedback via a questionnaire as well as providing any ad hoc critique (Section 6.1).

The final evaluation was conducted with a qualified DPO for a large charitable or-
ganisation to affirm that the functionality meets the intended markets’ requirements. This
DPO is also a Trustee for a charity with 140 locations across the UK, and therefore has an
additional interest in the capabilities of Privacy Essentials!.

6.1. System Usability Survey

The System Usability Scale (SUS) [48] provides a useful insight into the usability of
an application. It contains ten questions, with users responding on a 5-point Likert scale
(ranging from Strongly disagree to Strongly agree).

This questionnaire was adapted for PE, and evaluators were asked to complete the
ten questions (Figure 16), via an online survey (hosted by Jisc Online Surveys [60]); eight
responses were received.
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We plotted the individual scores against a spider graph and plotted the ‘ideal score’ in
orange and our results from the PE SUS questionnaire shown in blue (Figure 17).

Figure 16. SUS questions.

Figure 17. SUS results compared to ideal.

From this, the results suggest that users found PE intuitive to use. According to
Brooke [48], a score of 68% is an average score, and anything above this is deemed accept-
able. As regards the number of respondents, the optional number of respondents is thought
to be between 8 and 12 [61]. Thus, we had eight evaluators completing the survey, who
gave PE an average score of 82.2%; when compared against the SUS Adjective table shown
in Figure 18, PE achieves a rating of “Good”, approaching Excellent”.
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Figure 18. SUS adjective table.

6.2. Evaluator Feedback and Improvements

One area of potential concern was whether the other two evaluated charities’ needs
could be assumed to be similar to those of the primary client. This concern was alleviated
with evaluators responding to clarify that the identities and workflows in PE were equally
appropriate to their operations. One point raised by Participant 5 (P5) was that the use
of the word “Beneficiary” within PE could potentially cause confusion if PE was rolled
out to other industries or sectors. Charities will use the term “Beneficiary” to indicate the
identity of the recipient of the charity’s services, which could potentially be misconstrued
in other sectors. To alleviate this, this term could, however, be changed to “Client” to be
more meaningful across other sectors.

Evaluators were also asked if there was any additional feedback for Privacy Essentials!;
the responses, suggestions and changes applied in response to the feedback are depicted
in Table 12.

Table 12. Privacy Essentials! evaluation v1.0 feedback considerations.

Evaluator Design Feedback Resolution

P1 Truncated notes Solution : Check each note and re-size to fit the contents

P2 Yes/No response to use linked tick
boxes not a drop-down menu

Linked cells will have one box selected and the other not, the intention being
to force a Yes/No response. Solution: leave as is

P3 Jump to next field useful
If user input was not forced, “Enter” jumps to the next cell —because of drop-
down menus and tick boxes—next field is not automated. Solution: Leave as
is, HTML version should fix this

P3 Other box in Data Collection should
be white to indicate completion

Data Validation “hides” the row based on earlier response; however, a shadow
of the “other” box would remain, potentially causing confusion. Solution: to
leave as is and await further feedback

P3 Retention schedule should have an
override for statutory requirements

It can be overridden today; however, the user wanted to retain the original
value to show it was over-ridden (the notes do record the original limits).
Solution: to leave as is and await further feedback

P3 Terminology “SaaS” unclear Solution: Change SaaS to “Cloud” in the drop-down menus as that

P5 Terminology “Beneficiary” unclear Solution: Keep as Beneficiary for the present, adapt to Client if feedback
shared amongst other industries or sectors

P4 Tick boxes do not align on a Mac Tick boxes were aligned using Excels Page Layout alignment—Quirk on a
Mac? Solution: Alignment checked and snapped to “Centre”
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Table 12. Cont.

Evaluator Design Feedback Resolution

P1 More colourful background Potentially a future improvement.

P5 The Blue Text appears Purple
Microsoft have three “Blues” in their standard colours “Light Blue” looks
washed out, “Blue” is the colour used or “Dark Blue”. Solution: Change the
description to “Blue/Purple”?

P5 Ranking of Data Classification—
could be misleading

Solution: remove the Low Risk–High Risk arrow, potentially re-order the list
in the drop-down menu.

P2 Clipped text in headings (Retention
Periods)

This can be improved—the developer wanted to use a combo box that requires
Macros and is out of scope for this iteration.

Evaluator Functional Errors/Improvements Resolution

P6 Consent message shows despite no
box being ticked under marketing

Solution:: Formula corrected to show nothing if marketing is not “Yes” —
Potential to remove D.5.c, as this might confuse.

P7 Add an “Other” to security controls Solution:: Expand cell selection to show all rows needed.

P6
“Health” information showing in P.3
despite unchecked “Health” boxes
from Data Collection

Have been unable to replicate the error—if sickness records are collected in
workflows, this will trigger the same warning. Solution: Test again and await
other feedback.

P2 Treatment of Paper records Future consideration-it is out of scope for this iteration

P2 Opportunity to add data owner
names to the appropriate sections

Under consideration—medium-sized charities. This has the potential to be a
useful function.

P2 Show only the sections that are
needed.

Solution:: This is possible, and can be delivered with Macros—although
within the capability of the researcher, out of scope for this project.

PE1 Add Information Security Manage-
ment System (ISMS) documentation

Under consideration as potentially “project creep” but equally has the poten-
tial to be “too generic” and requires appropriate customisation

The data risk register (DRR) required further information from the Workflow page to
enhance Article 30 documentation as previously shown in Table 6 in Section 2.2. Thus, we
updated the questions for each identity as depicted in Figures 19 and 20.

Figure 19. Privacy Essentials! v.1.0 Workflow page.

Looking at Figure 19, Ref. W.2.b was changed to be more meaningful to account for the
relevance of the location of the stored personal data, with response choices presented now
showing as “Within the UK/EU”, “Outside the UK/EU”, or “Not Sure”. Similarly, for Ref.
W.2.e, responses, while similar, questioned the location of the application processing the
data as opposed to the location of the data. Finally, W.2.f asks for the strongest security
control, and although it could be argued that this question would be better served by a
combo box, because PE is macro free, fields are limited to one response; therefore, this was
left unchanged.

Figure 20. Privacy Essentials! v.2.0 Workflow page.
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A caution was incorporated within the instructions to explain that the DRR can be
manually enhanced to allow for scenarios where multiple applications are used to manage
employee data. A feature that will permit more than one application to be recorded and
automatically update the DRR may be incorporated in future iterations of PE.

6.3. UX Honeycomb Survey

After the amendments outlined in Table 12 had been implemented, a final evaluation
of Privacy Essentials! v2.0 took place with the DPO introduced in Section 6 and the Client’s
CFO. For this, we used the UX Honeycomb survey [62] to obtain a qualitative assessment
of Privacy Essentials! against seven variables as depicted in Figure 21.

Figure 21. UX Honeycomb survey outcomes (adapted from [62]).

The UX Honeycomb survey was used to determine the appropriateness of the out-
comes from PE v.2.0 using the seven questions listed in Table 13.

Table 13. UX Honeycomb questions.

ID Questions

1 Was Privacy Essentials! useful to you?

2 Did you find Privacy Essentials! intuitive and were you able to process your requirements easily?

3 Did you find Privacy Essentials! desirable and did it meet your expectations?

4 Was it easy for you to find the information and features you needed to complete the task?

5 Was Privacy Essentials! accessible to you, were you able to use it without any issues?

6 Did you find Privacy Essentials! credible, did you trust the information and resources
it provided?

7 Did you find Privacy Essentials! valuable, did it provide value for the time you invested in
using it?
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The responses received from the evaluators are shown in Table 14.

Table 14. UX Honeycomb evaluation responses.

Question
No./Evaluator Response

1 Was Privacy Essentials! useful to you?

CFO “We have not used it in a real situation yet, but having done a quick run through, I believe that it will be very
useful to us.”

DPO
“Yes, as a data protection officer, I could easily relate to the questions being asked, why they were being asked, and how those
responses may prompt action. I could envision various scenarios whereby this would be useful tool to sit down with
individuals and use or refer to.”

2 Did you find Privacy Essentials! intuitive and were you able to process your requirements easily?

CFO “As always, at this initial stage of review, I found it comparatively easy with only a few issues with definitions.”

DPO

“Yes, I was able to quickly work through the questions and view to the recommendations and data risk register in an efficient
manner. I found many of the questions being limited to ‘yes/no’ or a list of possible answers extremely helpful.
The recommendations and risk register were clear and would be useful to many stakeholders, including the ICO, should a
charity ever need to provide evidence of their compliance posture.”

3 Did you find Privacy Essentials! desirable and did it meet your expectations?

CFO “Looking at what was presented to us and my initial use of it, I think that it is going to be a very helpful tool.”

DPO

“It exceeded my expectations. I have had access to similar commercial off-the-shelf examples before; this is able to compete,
if not beat those in terms of competition. A lot of thoughts have gone into what is required by data protection law/ regulation
and what is expected as good practice but also the users’ need in terms of very simple questions, in which, depending on the
response, prompts action.”

4 Was it easy for you to find the information and features you needed to complete the task?

CFO “Other than a few comprehension issues with terms used and also clarity on when our organisation had both. The tool
assumed that you had one or another but not both. Can get around it but doing it again with the other option.”

DPO
“Yes, it was. It was helpful that I could jump ahead and back using the tabs. This suits my approach to working. I like to be
able to explore and see what is being asked of or expected ahead of being asked. This tool enables that. Some platforms I have
used has been very restricted in the journey the user has to take. Often requiring users to re-do or back track through menus”

5 Was Privacy Essentials! accessible to you, were you able to use it without any issues?

CFO “It was accessible to me, but in the short time I used it I had a few minor issues – see above”

DPO “No issues at all-found it very easy to use. The only times I encountered an issue I found it to be user error, I was jumping
ahead and not reading the guidance note.”

6 Did you find Privacy Essentials! credible. Did you trust the information and resources it provided?

CFO “It does appear to be very credible”

DPO “Yes, I can see a lot of thought, time and research has gone into looking for information that would be relevant and useful for
the intended users.”

7 Did you find Privacy Essentials! valuable, did it provide value for the time you invested in using it?

CFO “Very much so”

DPO “Yes, extremely valuable. I would not hesitate it recommending this to a charity who had the appetite and capacity to
perform a review of their data protection/privacy posture. Such a framework would undoubtedly be of great value to them.”

Thus, from the results from the Honeycomb evaluation survey and our subsequent
conversations with the evaluators, their responses were highly encouraging, and the com-
ment of the DPO, “I have had access to similar commercial off-the-shelf examples before,
this is able to compete, if not beat those in terms of competition”, would indicate that PE
more than meets the expected outcomes.
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6.4. Privacy Essentials! v2.0 Improvements

Following feedback received from the v.2.0 reviews (Section 6.3), some minor improve-
ments will need to be considered. For example, workflows could benefit from having
additional processes included, with, for instance, drop-down menus that gather informa-
tion about data locations, the likely lawfulness for processing, data retention schedules,
and security treatments. Adding these would add further complexity to the framework,
but in turn, would allow the DRR to capture richer data. However, keeping PE relatively
simple in the first instance will build confidence for the novice user, and therefore, there is
a fine balance to be struck.

Another enhancement will be Subject Access Request (SAR), where data will be added
to the DRR, following the logic that, if either SAR policy, or procedure, is selected by the
user, then the DRR will automatically add relevant fields. Similarly, if a Data Transfer is
required, the DRR will highlight those requirements in a similar fashion to the way DPIA
obligations are shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Privacy Essentials!—DRR/Article 30 Page.

7. Conclusions

This paper has presented the Privacy Essentials! framework, a data protection assess-
ment tool that will allow charitable organisations to begin creating and implementing an
effective data privacy programme.

Identifying a gap in the market, our research found that charities have a tendency
to struggle a little more than other sectors in being privacy and cyber savvy in their
processes and practices, particularly smaller charities (Sections 1 and 2). One of our main
contributions is the addressing of this gap. For this aim, we created a data protection
assessment tool that will allow charitable organisations to begin creating and implementing
an effective data privacy programme.

We achieved this through action research via working in close collaboration with
three charities and two data privacy experts. This research has resulted in the main
contribution of this paper, Privacy Essentials!, a step-by-step framework that charities
can use to assess their privacy posture, and identify the steps they need to implement to
establish a comprehensive data privacy programme.

Privacy Essentials! leverages existing privacy standards and guidance, such as the
NIST Privacy Framework (Section 2.5.1), ISO 27701 (Section 2.5.2) and Cyber Essentials
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(Section 2.5.3) and the legal obligations brought by the UK GDPR (Section 2.2), incorporating
these to ensure charities cover all considerations around how best to manage privacy and
handle data appropriately within the organisation. We coupled the insights gained from
analysing these documents with primary data collected from the charities themselves
through interviews and observation (Section 4) to create a series of Personas (Section 4.6.2)
and requirements (Section 4.7).

From this, the logic and flow of Privacy Essentials was designed (Section 5), before us-
ing MS Excel to programme and create the actual framework itself (Section 5.4). Once we
were satisfied that Privacy Essentials! worked as expected (Section 5.5), we went back to
our collaborators and had them evaluate both v1.0 and v.2.0, and provide feedback on their
findings (Section 6). To the best of our knowledge, the contribution of Privacy Essentials!
presents a great opportunity for charities to gain privacy compliance.

Discussion and Future Work

Privacy Essentials! demonstrates how, with a little guidance and direction, an organ-
isation can enhance their privacy posture. Coupled with the implementation of Privacy
Essentials! recommendations, and building out the required policies, procedures, and
processes, organisations can also build a solid foundation for their security programme.

The resulting privacy framework has been designed to guide practitioners through
how to become privacy compliant, through a step-by-step decision tree framework that
will output a pack of required documentation needed to satisfy UK GDPR compliance.
One of the contributions of this paper is to make Privacy Essentials! freely available to
the charity sector, and, should its adoption become possible within either the ICO or the
Charity Commission, then their reach would allow the framework to be used by any of the
169,000 charities in the UK. For this aim, Privacy Essentials! can be accessed via the link
provided here: https://eprints.bournemouth.ac.uk/39523/ (accessed on 1 January 2020).

Privacy Essentials! attempts to consider all personal data types and be as comprehen-
sive as possible. One limitation is that certain data types that are unique (such as driving
license or passport number) have been excluded. However, these can be accommodated
within the framework under the heading classified as “other”. Similarly, Privacy Essentials!
is limited to considering IT related matters, meaning the management of personal data on
other media, such as social media, paper copies, video and audio, is not facilitated in this
version of the framework. However, these may be added to this version of the framework
as part of a future iteration.

A second limitation is that Privacy Essentials! limits the outcomes from processes of
the Microsoft O365 licences due to time constraints around the study. Thus, the Google
Suite was omitted deliberately. However, the processes as described within the framework
will be equally applicable to Google, and the intention is that Privacy Essentials! will be
updated to accommodate the Google Suite as part of future development.

Future work will seek to leverage the framework to be applicable to more industries
and sectors. The disciplines required when protecting and managing personal data are
readily transferable to other data assets, such as intellectual property, confidential infor-
mation or any manner of sensitive documentation. We will also explore the opportunity
offered by the DPO introduced in Section 6, who offered to potentially trial and further
evaluate future iterations of Privacy Essentials! within the charity he is a Trustee of. This
would allow Privacy Essentials! an opportunity to gain a wider audience to evaluate the
framework and gather invaluable feedback, which is gratefully appreciated. To this end,
further discussions are in progress at the time of writing this paper.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CFO Chief Financial Officer
DPIA Data Protection Impact Assessment
DPO Data Protection Officer
DRR Data Risk Register
ICO Information Commissioners Office
ISO International Organisation for Standardisation
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation
MoSCoW Must have, Should have, Could have, Won’t have
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
PCI DSS Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
PE (PE!) Privacy Essentials!
PECR Privacy and Electronics Communication Regulation
SUS System Usability Scale
UX User Experience

Appendix A. Data Field Analysis

Table A1. New-volunteer request form.

Form Field Personal Sensitive Unique Comments

Recruiter Name Yes No No When coupled with other data,
could identify the person

Recruiter Title No No No

Recruiter email No No Yes/No Publicly available information

Volunteer Office
Address No No No Publicly available information

Postcode Yes No No Publicly available information

Home Phone Number Yes Yes No When coupled with other data,
could identify the person

Mobile Phone Number Yes No Yes * * Mobile phones are normally used
by a single individual-not shared

Advertised role No No No Publicly available information

Volunteer role No No No Publicly available information

Volunteer availability Yes Yes No Potential for criminality

Role title No No No Publicly available information

New Role No No No Publicly available information

Volunteer Required
date No No No Publicly available information

Desired Skills No No No Publicly available information

Vehicle Access No No No

DBS Yes Yes Yes * * Dependant on past criminal records
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Table A2. Marketing permissions form.

Form Field Personal Sensitive Unique Comments

Name Yes No No The entire form is personal data

e-mail Yes No Yes

Phone Yes No Yes/No

Postal Address Yes No No

Table A3. IT new starter form.

Form Field Personal Sensitive Unique Comments

Name Yes No No When coupled with other data, could identify the
person

Title No No No * * If the title was Lord X, then potentially identifiable

Gender No Yes * No * Depends on the question asked

Date of birth Yes Yes No Popular authentication check

Address Yes No No Depends on the number of residents

Postcode No No No * * Postcodes are generally shared among
many properties

Home Phone Yes Yes No When coupled with other data, could identify
the person

Mobile Phone Yes No Yes * * Mobile phones are normally used by a single
individual-not shared

Emergency contact Yes No No When coupled with other data, could identify
the person

Contact number Yes No No

Availability Yes Yes No Potential for criminality

How did you discover the Primary
Client? No No No

Reasons for volunteering No No No

Skills Yes No No

Personal benefit of volunteering No No No

Volunteer roles No No No

Access to a vehicle No No No

Criminal Offence Yes Yes * Yes * Dependant on past criminal records

Child abuse record Yes Yes * Yes * Dependant on past sanctions

Reference contact details Yes No Yes * Dependant on past criminal records

Signature Yes Yes * Yes Sensitive as potential for fraud

Table A4. Volunteer application/update form.

Form Field Personal Sensitive Unique Comments

Requested by No No No

Requested date No No No

Authorised by No No No Publicly available information

Start date No No No

First name Yes No No
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Table A4. Cont.

Form Field Personal Sensitive Unique Comments

Last name Yes No No

Work email requested Yes No No

Job title No No No

Department No No No

Hours/Days working No No No No personal address shown

Office Address No No No Publicly available information

Office Phone No No No Publicly available information

Licence requirements No No No

AD Group permis-
sions No No No

SharePoint ACL No No No

Notes No No No
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